WHEREAS, New York State Gas and Electric (NYSEG) is sponsoring a Behind the Meter (BTM) Battery Storage System Demonstration Program through May 1, 2021, and

WHEREAS, NYSEG is seeking to conduct this demonstration program at various Commercial and Industrial sites meeting specific power usage and site location requirements in NYSEG’s “Energy Smart Community,” and

WHEREAS, eligible Customers who participate in the program will help NYSEG test new ways to make the electric grid more flexible and to include more renewable energy sources into the existing system, and

WHEREAS, the IAWWTF was determined to be an eligible Customer after a preliminary review which included an inspection of the premises and a review of historical electricity usage data by NYSEG, and

WHEREAS, NYSEG desires to enter into an agreement with the IAWWTF for a BTM program, and

WHEREAS, the conditions of the agreement provide a no cost to Customer BTM on the premises, and

WHEREAS, the agreement provides the IAWWTF with guaranteed electricity bill savings, increased control over energy usage, and increased sustainability, and

WHEREAS, the agreement projects a net electrical savings to the IAWWTF of $459.56 per month with a guaranteed net savings of at least 7%, and

WHEREAS, after a two year trial period, the IAWWTF will have the opportunity to purchase the battery from NYSEG, renewing the subscription agreement, or discontinuing the participation in the program, now therefore be it

RESOLVED, the Special Joint Committee (SJC) authorizes a no cost BTM Demonstration Agreement between the IAWWTF and NYSEG, and be it further

RESOLVED, that the terms of the agreement will be from the Effective Date of signature through May 1, 2021.